The Polytechnic Institute of Beja
Portugal is south west of Europe

Beja is an interior city located in the south region of Alentejo
Polytechnic Higher Education Institution

Location: South of Portugal (Alentejo)

Students: 2,500

Academic /Research areas:
- Education and Social Work
- Arts and Multimedia
- Sports and Health
- Nursing and Occupational Therapy
- Agronomy, Food and Environmental Engineering
- Management and Applied Law,
- Tourism and Computer Sciences

www.ipbeja.pt
With modern services and labs in an unique campus, IPBeja, puts forward the Applied Sciences, the Experimentation and the Practical Application of the Knowledge into its region.
School of Health

Nursing and Occupational Therapy
School of Technology and Management

Computer Sciences, Management, Tourism and Applied Law
2500 Students
Practical Activities
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Cheese sensorial analysis
Food Engineering Programme

Water control quality
Environmental Engineering Programme
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Geology/measuring the soil
Civil Engineering Programme
Practicing audio-visual Multimedia and Communication Education Programme
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Sports and Health Lab.
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Art Studio /Design
Arts and Multimedia Programme
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Elementary Education
Sports
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International Realitions Office
International Students

Students Support and Facilities

International Programme in Agronomy

Unit Courses in English

IPBeja International Summer School

Erasmus + Traineeships

Erasmus Welcome Reception

Portuguese Language Intensive Course
Students Support and Facilities

Students Residence / Canteen
Students Support and Facilities

Sports and Leisure

Students participating in sports activities.
Students Support and Facilities

Library and Study Rooms
Students Support and Facilities

NExt Group - Buddy Mentors
Students Support and Facilities

Agriculture and Environmental Field

- NExt Group
- Buddie Mentors
- t&r Facilities
- Accommodation and Canteen;
- Leisure Facilities;
- City Facilities;
Students Support and Facilities

Education, Sports, Arts and Social Sciences

- NExt Group Buddie Mentors
- t&r Facilities
- Accommodation and Canteen;
- Leisure Facilities;
- City Facilities;
Students Support and Facilities

Sports Health

- NExt Group
  - Buddie Mentors

- t&r Facilities

- Accommodation and Canteen;

- Leisure Facilities;

- City Facilities;
International Programme in Agronomy

Teacher Staff

- Alexandra Tomaz
- António Nunes Ribeiro
- António Oliveira
- João Portugal
- Luis Peres de Sousa
- Pedro Oliveira e Silva
- Sofia Ramôa
Erasmus Welcome Reception

- Welcome meeting;
- Weekend tour;
- Campus Peddy-Paper;
- City guided tour;
- Regional entreprises guided visits;
- Weekend tour (Alentejo Coast);
- Portuguese Langue e Intensive Course;
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IPBeja
Polytechnic Institute of Beja
Welcome Reception
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Portuguese Intensive Language
Portuguese Intensive Language
Contacts

Polytechnic Institute of Beja
International Relations Office

E-mail: gri@ipbeja.pt

www.ipbeja.pt